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He is a mer-prince, she is the mermaid princess that his family orders him to marry so that their

kingdoms unite. Grom dreads this arrangement, until he meets Nalia â€“ both beautiful and smart,

she's everything he ever wanted. But just when their connection grows deeper, tragedy strikes.

Legacy Lost is a prequel story to Anna Banks' debut novel, OF POSEIDON (Feiwel and Friends,

May 2012).At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management

Software (DRM) applied.
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In Anna Banks' Of Poseidon, we were so wrapped up in Galen and Emma's lives we barely got to

see Galen's brother Grom, the prince who shall inherit the throne and carries all the burden of such

a post. Grom is the brother whose marriage and mating has been decided on for generations before

their own existence. He is the brother with the least ability to make decisions for his own life.But

Grom's story is one of young love and tragedy. In Of Poseidon, we know he lost his first mate, Nalia,

but you never learn how. In Legacy Lost, you not only find out about the tragedy Grom was victim



to, but also how he really loved Nalia. One would think an arranged marriage is awful and loveless,

but Nalia's dangerous side and impulsiveness draws the series Grom to her. And finally, even his

mother can't hide the knowledge that Grom's love for Nalia is written all over his face. But Nalia's

desire for more and more danger will be her undoing... and Grom's.Sometimes these short stories

are pointless, but I was really happy to read Grom's story. I always thought he was a little cold or too

devoted to the throne, but it was nice to see him young and in love. Even though this is a prequel, I

think the addition of this story will lead very nicely into Of Triton where Grom's position will take on

an even larger purpose than in the first story. Nice addition to the series!

This fits well and explains what happened before the main story. Why do I need more words. It's a

short.

**3.5 Stars**While I enjoyed reading the backstory to the Of Poseidon trilogy, it wasn't as good as I

had hoped. I think it was because I never really connected with Grom in the other books, so wasn't

as interested in this one.Legacy Lost is about Grom and Nalia trying to break off their upcoming

marriage and ending up falling in love. It ends when tragedy strikes that leads to the Of Poseidon

trilogy.I love how much of Nalia we get to see. I think she is even more stubborn than Emma.

Honestly, I wish Legacy Lost was written from her perspective. It would have been really interesting

to see into Nalia's mind.Good story. If you have read (and liked) Of Poseidon you should really read

this one.

This story was really enjoyable. I love how the female has a strong personality and attitude. I think

this story was well written and helps with the 2nd book that is already out. (Posiedon) This Novella

gives you really good information that will help guide you when you read Posiedon. But even if you

don't read Posiedon, you will still enjoy reading this. It is very well written. You have a storyline with

action, suspense and humor.I highly recommend this little Novella and Posiedon. You will love them

both. As a matter of fact, I am on pins and needles waiting for the next installment!!

It's good to know some of the characters, that would be Mention later on book 1 or 2. We get a

understanding on how the gifts work. And it gave us a clue to why the gift would past to Emma.

I haven't read Of Posidon yet, and wasn't planning to for while because my TBR list is huge. After

this pre-quel, Of Posidon had just climbed higher in that to be read list. I want to find out more about



the world Anna Banks is creating.This little book did what it was meant to do-generate interest and

background for what I am sure is a wonderful new world of paranormal interactions.

Gives the obvious,but not the detail, suspense, or the part of the story that is interesting....what

happens after the mine goes off and before Galen meets Emma.....or when Galen and Rayna are

born or how a son of Triton gets appointed as an ambassador to humans...or the rest of the political

story between the two kingdoms.

Nice quick story about two creatures forced to become mates even though they didn't even like one

another only to find out that when they look deeper they are actually perfect for one another. Hated

the ending but only because I like happy ever after's and you couldn't have that with this story.
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